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6. Kitchen

a centre for creative migrations

We imagine a place of dialogue, between those who 
travelled to us and those who travelled away. A place to 
sit, drink tea or good coffee, share stories. We call this 
Kitchen, a core space in any “home”, where recipes are 
exchanged, taste developed and honest exchange is 
possible. Food is an essential cultural instrument, the 
beginning of sharing. The staffing and the menu reflect 
the diversity of Rijeka. Kitchen becomes an open 
workshop in exchanges of ideas, habits, prejudices. An 
informal pulse that merges and gathers. A workplace: a 
studio for developing art, a centre for research, a gallery 
for exhibitions, in the borderlands between city history 
and contemporary reality. As a platform for encounter-
ing migration experiences from other parts of Europe.

Strategic partnerships

Lead Project Hosts: 
MMSU – Museum of Modern 
and Contemporary Art

Local: Art-Kino, City of 
Rijeka Museum, Centre for 
Advanced Studies – Univer-
sity of Rijeka, City Library, 
Academy of Applied Arts – 
University of Rijeka, Croatian 
National Theatre Ivan pl. Zajc

European: Red Star Line 
Museum ( Antwerpen ), 
Deutsches Auswander-
er haus ( Bremerhaven ), 
Brunnenpassage ( Vienna ), 
Mångkulturellt Centrum 
( Botkyrka/Stockholm ), CAMP 
/ Centre for Art on Migration 
Politics ( Copenhagen ), Migra-
tion Policy Group ( Brussels ), 
Trampoline House ( Copen-
hagen ), EPEKA ( Maribor )

Potential funding sourc-
es/financial partnerships: 
Creative Europe – Culture, 
EU Structural Funds, Europe 
for Citizens, Erasmus+, 
Società di Studi Fiumani, 
Rome, Ministry of Culture 
of the Republic of Croatia

Selma Selman, 
Mercedes 310, 2014, 
courtesy of the author
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Impulse

Millions of people are on the move. War, nat-
ural disaster, poverty and political oppression 
puts most of them on the road but some are 
drawn by adventure and curiosity. Work, fam-
ily and educational opportunities are primary 
reasons for migration, the most powerful fac-
tor in our changing geo-political landscape.

The experience of crossing borders and re-estab-
lishing is not new to human history. The city of 
Rijeka was a starting point for emigration to the 
Americas at the beginning of the 20th century. As 
a port city, central to sea transport for a great part 
of Central Europe, Rijeka has known mass flight 
to the new world. Once known as Fiume, it has 
always been a city balancing between Italian and 
Croatian spheres. At a turning point for both the 
city and Europe, more than 50,000 citizens, ethnic 
Italians mostly, emigrated following the Second 
World War, as part of the so-called Istrian Exo-
dus. Rijekans became “gastarbeiter” in Northern 
Europe, for better jobs and better conditions. At 
the same time, the city served as a destination 
for immigrants from the region, encouraged 
by expanding industries. Rijeka knows the 
negotiation of diversity and the loss of home. 

Contemporary Europe is confronted by a 
trauma of migration, testing the limits of our 
union. A capacity must be built to manage – in 
an ethical and effective way – the tidal force of 
migration to and through our European cities. 

An appropriate response to the challenge 
of migration is a cultural one, reflecting on 
migrations from different perspectives: 
the nomadic, the cosmopolitical, sub-cul-
tural as well as ethnic and religious.

Place

The choice of a homebase for Kitchen originates 
from the space itself, as part of the Rikard  
Benčić Complex. It will be housed in the bot-
tom floor of the building that already houses 
the Museum of Modern and Contemporary Art 
( MMSU ), as the first step in the ongoing renova-
tion of the Complex. Across from the planned 
entrance to Kitchen is the main entrance of 
Brick House, the children’s centre on the same 
courtyard. The potential cross-overs between 
these institutions and structures are vast.

The question is how to create a public space 
where we can negotiate our differences as 
minorities, refugees or migrants, starting 
with the status as a zero human position 
while constructing a new micro socie-
ty, facilitating civil trust and friendship.

Timing

ri:map 2016–2017

 ▸ Project Coordinator is hired for 
the entire initiative, from 01/17
 ▸ collaboration with sociologists and  

other researchers – University of Rijeka
 ▸ mapping local and international  

Partners for content input to Kitchen
 ▸ study visits, workshops, intern-

ships, at least 3 each year
 ▸ research on historical and political 

shifts of populations – what remains?

ri:learn and ri:invent 2018–2019

 ▸ first series of exhibitions, film pres-
entations, in raw/developing space
 ▸ initiating renovation of space, 

exterior and interior
 ▸ study visits, workshops, intern-

ships, at least 3 each year

ri:build 2020–21

The centre is ready. A small staff maintains 
the space, run by the associations that use it, 
together with the staff. Financing is secured 
by becoming an effective and attractive gastro-
nomic point in the Rikard Benčić Complex.
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Action

As laboratories for social change, cities con-
stantly redefine what it means to belong to 
a place. If we acknowledge that a city iden-
tity is more fluid and easier to adapt than 
a national, cities must use this advantage 
to foster the creation of a new “we”.

Kitchen is envisioned as a perfect test ground for 
the creation of new “urbanscapes of inclusion”. 
Working directly with communities, it concerns 
itself with self-management of daily life and 
public space. Through dialogue and negotiations 
on common urban habits and values, Kitchen 
provides a platform for practising “full-blood” 
citizenship and generates genuine cohesion by 
focusing on what holds its citizens together.

The Fleet actions gathered through the open call 
are the starting point of an open process and col-
laborative work negotiated between participants. 
Parallel to this process, further collaboration is 
developed with European museums, like Red 
Star Line in Antwerpen and Deutsches Auswan-
derer haus in Bremerhaven, aimed at designing 
exhibitions that will give a broader picture of 
Europe’s own mass exodus just 100 years ago. 

Besides being a place of communication among 
communities in joint preparation of food – a 
literal kitchen, Kitchen will provide oppor-
tunities for people to showcase their culture, 
celebrate their history and share their stories.

Fleet

Migrations of ideas and art

The 19th century left its mark on Rijeka’s archi-
tecture ( the construction of the railway, the-
atres and other palaces ) but unmistakably in 
the visual arts. World-famous artists such as 
Gustav Klimt, Ernst Klimt and Franz Matsch 
were invited to decorate the Croatian National 
Theatre. On the ceiling, they painted motifs 
characteristic of Romanticism and Histori-
cism. The exhibition presents the paintings 
publically for the first time in a museum. 

Gustav Klimt stayed in Rijeka only for a 
short while but left an indelible mark. His 
visit to Rijeka marks an important moment 
for a humble city, once a European hub.

Lead Partner: the City of Rijeka Museum. Inter-
national: Universalmuseum Joanneum ( Graz ), 
Narodna galerija Ljubljana, Interpret Europe-Eu-
ropean association for heritage ( Bochum ), Centro 
de Recursos Educativos e Formacão ( Setubal ).

Postcard Fiume –  
New York “Carpathia”, 
courtesy of the City 
of Rijeka Museum
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Women at Work

The UN Department of Economic and Social 
Affairs ( UNDESA ), reported that since 1990 
the number of female migrants has exceed-
ed the number of male migrants, from nine 
Balkan countries. Before the fall of the iron 
curtain, foreign workers were mostly men. 
Today women are in demand because phys-
ical labour in factories in the West has been 
replaced by new forms of employment.

The bus drive on the route Trieste-Rijeka is full 
of stories. The two-hour drive is abundant in 
recipes, caring tips and anecdotes. They take 
care of the old and the sick, 15 to 30 days in a 
row, leaving their own old and sick at home. 
Two buses depart from Rijeka daily. The exact 
number of women who travel from Croatia to 
Italy for this kind of work is unknown. Includ-
ing: a theatre play in which women carework-
ers participate, a photographic exhibition 
documenting the women’s stories, women’s 
storytelling on the Rijeka-Trieste bus route.

Lead Partner: Pomodori. Local: Mon-
tažstroj. International: Women’s Association 
of Romania Afri Together ( Bucharest ).

Unreal Cities

Exchanging ideas among performance and mime 
artists connected through art-related migra-
tions. Mime serves as a link, a shared background 
for all the participants. What happens when 
artists are on the move? How does it change 
the artwork? We’re gathering for a festival of 
migration and performance in Rijeka in 2020.

Lead Partner: Creative Laboratory of Con-
temporary, Theatre KRILA. International: 
Platform 88 ( Pérols/Montpellier ), ToTum Tea-
Tre ( Barcelona ), Poulpe Electrique ( Paris ).

Hera

Developed as an educational and artistic plat-
form that sensitises on the theme of LGBTIQ 
and feminist policies in Rijeka. The project has 
three main components: an online magazine, 
an international residency programme and a 
queer/electronic arts festival, held at different 
locations in Rijeka, primarily at Kitchen. 

Lead partner: Erect. International: Platoon.
org ( Berlin, Germany ), Kino Šiška ( Ljublja-
na, Slovenia ), Shape Platform & Transme-
diale Festival Berlin ( Berlin, Germany ).

Adrian Paci,  
Lives in Transit,  
2013, courtesy 

of the artist
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City of story

Movement, change, time and space – are the 
backbone of every life, but also every story, 
as part of the oldest European festival ded-
icated to a special literary form, the short 
story. Writers’ residencies are placed within 
the cabins of the cranes in Rijeka’s harbour.

Lead partners: Festival of the European 
Short Story, Literature Across Frontiers.

Leaving Home 

The project focuses its theme on chang-
ing populations, shifting employment 
and broken bonds in a co-production 
between the regional minority theatres. 

Lead Partner: Dramma Italiano/ 
Croatian National Theatre Ivan pl. Zajc.  
International: Slovenian language theatre in 
Trieste, Teatro Pubblico Pugliese/TPP ( Bari ).

TIFOS

Football and sub-cultures. Thousands of people 
throughout Europe follow their sports teams 
fanatically, travelling great distances to attend 
matches. They also share songs and rhymes, 
choreographies and costumes. The top Croatian 
league team HNK Rijeka, locally supported by its 
fans, also invests in football camps and develop-
ment in African countries, bringing young players 
to Europe for training and evaluation. Such ini-
tiatives stand in contrast to the all too apparent 
racism that underpins certain fan clubs, tainted 
by ideology and class. TIFOS invites fan clubs 
from different European cities to engage with 
one another at summer camps and gatherings.

Lead partner: Croatian Football Club Rijeka.  
Local: Armada – the club’s fan base.

Tanja Kanazir, 2015, 
courtesy of the author
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